
 

 

While direct modulation of glutamate transmission for antidepressant and cognition-enhancing actions 

may be hampered by nonspecific effects, indirect modulation through the serotonin (5-HT) system may 

be a viable alternative approach. Based on localization and function, 5-HT can modulate glutamate 

neurotransmission at least through the 5-HT1A, 5-HT1B, 5-HT3, and 5-HT7 receptors, which presents a 

rational pharmacological opportunity for modulating glutamatergic transmission without the direct use 

of glutamatergic compounds. Combining one or more of these glutamate-modulating 5-HT targets with 

5-HT transporter inhibition may offer n 

Certain pharmacological characteristics of vilazodone were observed, including early onset of action, 

fewer sexual side effects, the absence of known cardiac toxicity, and minimal effect on weight gain, that 

may provide potential clinical advantages compared with currently available antidepressants. ew 

therapeutic oppo 

This study examined the effect of vilazodone, a combined serotonin (5-HT) reuptake inhibitor and 5-HT1A 

receptor partial agonist rtunities. 

Anecdotal reports suggest that psychedelic agents may relieve symptoms of obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD). This modified double-

blind study investigated the safety, tolerability, and clinical effects of psilocybin, a potent 5-HT(1A) and 5-HT(2A/2C) agonist, in patients 

with OCD. 

CONCLUSIONS: 

In a controlled clinical environment, psilocybin was safely used in subjects with OCD and was associated with acute reductions in 

core OCD symptoms in several subjects. 

Geha Psychiatric Hospital, Petah Tiqva, Israel. 

Abstract 

The aim of this study was to determine if the serotonin antagonist mianserin improves antidepressant-induced sexualdysfunction in women. 

The work was prompted by an earlier study of men by our team of researchers. The 

  in contrast to those with affective disorder or obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD), indicating a possible relevance of the psychiatric 

diagnosis to mianserin effectiveness. There were no m ajor adverse effects and no changes in the patients' stabilized psychiatric status 
conclude that mianserin is beneficial in reversing sexual function caused by SRI intake. 

 
 
RESULTS: 
Male subjects with OCD had a lower age of first masturbation and first nocturnal ejaculation. 
Infrequency problem in 64% of female PD patients. Anorgasmia was detected in 24.2% of the 
female subjects with OCD.among female and male patients with OCD occurred in 63.6% and 
57.1%, respectively. Corresponding figures for PD patients were 36% and 38%. Thus, 
infrequency problem was more frequent among OCD patients. Sexual avoidance was found in 
60.6% of female OCD patients and  

Experience Scale, and the Sexual Behavior Inventory. Patients with OCD reported more 
difficulties to reach orgasm (p = 0.009), less frequent effective erections (p = 0.05), and a 
positive history of sexual abuse (p = 0.006) significantly more often than patients with SAD. 

These data suggest that OCD may be a risk factor for sexual problems in women., 1970), and 
the Golombok Rust Inventory of SexualSatisfaction (Rust & Golombok, 1986). We found that 



the with OCD were more sexually nonsensual, avoidant, and anorgasmic than the women with 
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Mirtazapine may be an effective pharmacotherapy for OCD. If our results are replicated, larger 
double-blind studies would be indicated. 

CONCLUSIONS: 
We found an earlier onset of response action in OCD symptoms and reduced undesired side 
effects when mirtazapine was added to citalopram. This augmentation strategy deserves clinical 
and research consideration through further double-blind, placebo-controlled studies. 

An intent-to-treat analysis using the last observation carried forward demonstrated 
that bupropion had no mean effect on OCD symptoms (mean YBOCS decrease was 1.1 +/- 
9.6). Four patients improved, with a mean decrease on the YBOCS of 31%, and 2 of them met 
responder rate criteria. Eight patients experienced an exacerbation of OCD symptoms, with a 
mean increase on the YBOCS of 21%. 

CONCLUSION: 
Bupropion is not an effective treatment for OCD, but the bimodal distribution of the effect 
supports the notion that dopamine might be involved in the pathophysiology of OCD. 

 

Serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SRIs), the first-line pharmacological treatment for obsessive-
compulsive disorder (OCD), have two limitations: incomplete symptom relief and 2-3 months lag 
time before clinically meaningful improvement. New medications with faster onset are needed. 
As converging evidence suggests a role for the glutamate system in the pathophysiology of 
OCD, we tested whether a single dose of ketamine, a non-competitive N-methyl-D-aspartate 
(NMDA) glutamate receptor antagonist, could achieve rapid anti-obsessional effects 

for at least 1 week in some OCD patients with constant intrusive thoughts. This is the first 
randomized, controlled trial to demonstrate that a drug affecting glutamate neurotransmission 
can reduce OCD symptoms without the presence of an SRI and is consistent with a 
glutamatergic hypothesis of OCD.Neuropsychopharmacology advance online publication, 17 
July 2013; doi:10.1038/npp.2013.150 

six (32%) patients in the placebo group [P value of Fisher's exact test <0.001] met the criteria 
for partial and complete response. At the end of the trial, 17 (89%) patients in 
thememantine group compared with six (32%) patients in the placebo group achieved remission 
(χ(2)(1) = 13.328, P < 0.001). Frequency of side-effects was not significantly different between 
the two groups. In summary, we showed that memantineadd-on to fluvoxamine significantly 
improved short-term outcomes in patients with moderate to severe OCD. 

 

CONCLUSIONS: 
The pattern of results from the present double-blind, randomized, and placebo-controlled study 
for the treatment of patients suffering from OCD suggests that adjuvant memantine does 
significantly and favorably impact on OCD. 

lamotrigine augmentation unlikely. Prospective randomized trials in treatment-resistant OCD 
patients who do not respond to combinations of SSRIs with clomipramine and/or antipsychotics 
are needed, including augmentation withlamotrigine. Until these trials are available, our cases 
suggest that clinicians may consider lamotrigine augmentation in such treatment-resistant OCD 
patients 



 

TREATMENT OF SEXUAL DYSFUNCTION AND OCD PARADOXICAL SITUATION 

 

CONCLUSIONS: 
Saffron is a tolerable and efficacious treatment for fluoxetine-related erectile dysfunction. 

 

INTRODUCTION: 

Prevalence of sexual dysfunction on drug naïve OCD patient is manifold high, compared with normal 

population. SSRI, s front line drugs used for treatment of OCD further impair sexual functions. Strategies 

to find concomitant treatment of OCD and sexual dysfunction is challenging task is objective of this 

paper. Attempt is made to find out drugs for OCD, with lowest possible sexual dysfunctions. Secondly 

look for add on drugs to minimize sexual side effects of SSRI,s. Thirdly search for agent which augment 

anti obsessional effects of SSRI,s with out additional sexual side effects.   

METHOD: 

Pubmed search was made using key worlds OCD, sexual dysfunction, SSRI,s, low  sexual side effects 

antidepressant, 5HT1A partial agonist and antiglutametergic  PDE5 antagonist agent .This was followed 

by study relevant material from journals and books. 

RESULTS: 

50% of OCD patients has sexual dysfunction. Between 60 to 73% are dissatisfied their sexual lives. 

Anorgasmia was found in 24.2%  and sexual avoidance in 60.6%of OCD female patients. Infrequency 

problem existed in  63.6% and 57.1% of female and male OCD patients. 

Mianserin, mirtazepine  sildenafil, tadalafil, saffron, yohimbine, can undo sexual side of SSRI, buspiron,N 

acetyle cystine, lamotrigin, mamentine ,mirtazepine can be used as add on drug for OCD treatment and 

can off set SSRI,s induced sexual side effects. MIrtazepine, ketamine ,vilazedone  are independently  

effective medicines for OCD. 

DISCUSSION: 

 For OCD and related sexual dysfunction apart from drug treatment, psychotherapy is of cardinal 

importance. It is more important when drugs themselves are part of problem. Psychotherapy has to be 

directed toward OCD symptoms as well as sexual dysfunction. SSRI,s is considered to be sex dampener 

effect mediated via 5HT2C receptor. Other serotonin receptors like 5HT1A,5HT1B, 5HT3 and 5HT7 can 

modulate glutametergic and dopaminergic transmission. Add on medication like  buspiron or mianserin 

are agonist to 5HT1A like receptors.Or medicine like mirtazepine has intrinsic activity on these 

receptors. Vilazedone is  a serotonin  reuptake inhibitor  plus partial agonist of 5HT1A has least sexual 

side effects. Drugs like yohimbine act on alpha receptor to revert SSRI,s induced anorgasmia.PDE5 

antagonistd improve arousal which improve  blood circulation leading to better erection and lubrication.  



Glutametergic medicines, like ketamine act through NMDA receptor do have potent effect on OCD 

symptoms.  They by pass serotonergic receptors do have minimum sexual side effect. 

CONCLUSION: 

Sexual dysfunction is important dimension to be considered in treatment of OCD. For  comprehensive 

management OCD treatment  has to be tailored according to type of sexual dysfunction one is having. 

 

  

 

can modulate glutamate neurotransmission at least through the 5-HT1A, 5-HT1B, 5-HT3, and 5-HT7 

receptors, which presents a rational pharmacological opportunity for modulating glutamatergic 

transmission without glutametergic transmission.5HT1A can also modified dopaminergic transmission 

which help reduce sexual side effects. 

 

 

 
Male subjects with OCD had a lower age of first masturbation and first nocturnal ejaculation. 
Infrequency problem in 64% of female PD patients. Anorgasmia was detected in 24.2% of the 
female subjects with OCD.among female and male patients with OCD occurred in 63.6% and 
57.1%, respectively. Corresponding figures for PD patients were 36% and 38%. Thus, 
infrequency problem was more frequent among OCD patients. Sexual avoidance was found in 
60.6% of female OCD patients and  

 

 


